
 

Flight	Attendant	Season	2	Plot	Details	&	New	Cast	Revealed	

In The Flight Attendant season 2, Kaley Cuoco's Cassie gets a CIA side hustle, while Mo McRae, 
Callie Hernandez, and JJ Soria join as series regulars. 
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The Flight Attendant has finally released new information about season 2, including plot 

details, a new cast of series regulars, and recurring guest stars. HBO Max’s Emmy-nominated 

series is based on Chris Bohjalian's 2018 novel of the same name. The first season premiered on 

Thanksgiving 2020, and ended on December 17. The show is now teasing what is in store for 

viewers in season 2 of the darkly comedic thriller. 

The first season of The Flight Attendant began with Kaley Cuoco’s Cassie Bowden, an alcoholic 

flight attendant, waking up in Bangkok next to a dead body, with no memory of what happened 

or how she ended up in the harrowing situation. As a result of the traumatic event, Cassie 

descended into madness, but recovered and was able to put the pieces together. By the end of 

season 1, Cassie managed to capture the dead guy's murderer and also turned things around for 



herself by deciding to quit drinking. She even ends up earning herself an offer to be a part of 

the CIA’s civilian asset program. 

EW recently reported new plot details and cast members for The Flight Attendant season 2. 

According to the upcoming season's logline, the new season will see Cassie, who is now sober 

and living in Los Angeles, “while moonlighting as a CIA asset in her spare time." The logline 

continues, "But when an overseas assignment leads her to inadvertently witness a murder, she 

becomes entangled in another international intrigue." Season 1's Zosia Mamet, Griffin Matthews, 

Deniz Akdeniz, and Rosie Perez are all set to return, along with season 1 guest stars, T.R. Knight, 

Yasha Jackson, and Audrey Grace Marshall. Several new series regulars have also been 

announced. Actor Mo McRae will play Benjamin Berry, “a career CIA officer who may have a 

bad habit of getting a little too involved with his assets,” while Callie Hernandez and JJ 

Soria will portray a bounty-hunting couple named Gabrielle and Esteban Diaz. There is also an 

impressive list of recurring guest stars including Cheryl Hines (Curb Your Enthusiasm), Jessie 

Ennis, Mae Martin, Margaret Cho, Santiago Cabrera, and Shohreh Aghdashloo. 

 

The Flight Attendant was originally conceived as a limited series, and the first season consisted 

of only eight episodes. The show is now going past the book for season 2. The Big Bang 

Theory alum received widespread accolades for her performance as Cassie in season, 1 because 

she was able to balance the character’s whirlwind of emotions, from wild panic to extreme 



shame. In season 2, viewers will see more evidence of the actress’ versatility as she portrays 

Cassie’s struggle to stay sober. The character will likely realize that life without alcohol is not as 

easy as she thought. 

Viewers have certainly been on a wild journey following Cassie from the moment she woke up 

hungover and immensely confused in The Flight Attendant's first episode. The few details that 

have emerged surrounding season 2 certainly suggest that the series will continue to bring the 

drama and thrills that season 1 delivered. With The Flight Attendant's second season set to 

premiere sometime in Spring 2022, fans have a good while to wait, but plenty more details and 

teases will likely emerge before then. 
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